Volvo 240 fuel pump wiring

Even though the Volvo has been out of production since , it is still a popular car among Volvo
enthusiasts and a favorite among our staff. Over the past 40 years since it was introduced, we
have come to know quite a bit about the iconic model. Please keep in mind these issues arise
due to the fact Volvos as a whole, were built very robust and probably ended up being on the
road longer than Volvo ever anticipated. It's one tough car! The main fuse box is located in the
driver side kick panel and sufferes from a few design flaws. First, the fuse box is susceptible to
corrosion from water that can enter the interior and drip directly onto the fuses. Second, the
small contact area of the European ceramic style fuses also leads to corrosion due to
electrolosis. Prevent numerous problems associated with the fuse box, by pulling all fuses and
cleaning them annually. If you encounter a intermittent or no start issue on your Volvo , you can
often get going again by simply spinning the fuses in their holders, which reestablishes
electrical contact. Most common problem with the overdrive is due to the shift knob accidentally
being pulled off of the shift lever while trying to engage reverse , which results in the OD button
wires being disconnected from the switch. Next is failure of the OD wires just below the shifter,
where they simply fail from being flexed back and forth thousands of times. Last on the list are
the solenoid and the overdrive themselves. The overdrive works off of hydraulic pressure and
as they age, they begin to lose pressure and engagement will become unreliable. Often
replacing the lightweight Type F auto trans fluid used in them with a weight will provide a few
more years of service. The Volvo goes through engine and transmission mounts on a regular
basis! Be prepared to replace them every years depending on how hard you drive the car. The
reason for the unusually short lifespan of these parts is due to the safety related design. The
mounts are designed to allow the engine to move back and under the car, keeping it out of the
passenger compartment in the event of a serious head on collision. Another Volvo oddity is the
use of a flame trap system where every other car manufacturer in the world uses a PCV system
incorporating a PCV valve. Volvo has had problems with this system since it was introduced in
Volvo's still run into the same issues on their newer models. Possibly in theory Volvos system
is better, but in reality it gets overlooked and inevitably becomes clogged up and causes oil
leaks and idle problems. Volvo models with Bosch LH electronic fuel injection have a large
plastic accordion style intake hose that connects the air mass meter to the intake manifold. This
hose rests on the inner fender, over time a hole will wear through where it touches. The problem
is that you now have unfiltered and unmetered air entering the engine, which causes all sorts of
erratic behavior. The car will be running lean and if you attempt to correct the mixture and get a
decent idle unaware of the cause, you will introduce even more issues. Inspect the hose at
every oil change and replace as necessary. Also related to the intake system is the air box
thermostat. This is a small valve located in the air box that routes hot air from the exhaust
manifold to aid in cold start performance until the engine reaches normal operating
temperature. It commonly fails in the open position allowing super heated air to be drawn into
the engine, which reduces performance as well as dramatically shortening the life of the
expensive air mass meter. The seats in the Volvo are very comfortable when they are in good
condition. Volvo seats offer excellent adjustable lumbar back support. The lumbar system is
very effective, but not the best design when it comes to longevity. These lumbar support
systems commonly fail between , miles. The bottom seat cushion support grid is also a weak
spot, causing drivers to struggle when trying to see over the steering wheel when it fails. This
part was discontinued by Volvo a few years ago and we will be introducing an improved version
this fall. For owners of non-turbo Volvo series , Volvos with LH fuel injection. This addresses
the problem. Over time, corrosion of the fuse holder causes problems with the electrical
system, including starting difficulties and intermittent stalling of the engine. Visual clues of
corrosion in your Volvo are discolored connections and a deformed or melted plastic fuse
holder. Our waterproof replacement will put an end to this problem by concealing the fuse and
terminals from water and corrosive gases. Also included are connectors and heat-shrink tubing
to prevent the splice from corroding and a new amp fuse. We tested several, and this is the only
one we found to be water-tight. The main fuel pump relay can be troublesome causing
intermittent stalls and hard starting. The most common failure is overheating of the main 12V
power connection to the point that the solder joint fails. This is usually caused by a failed pre
pump in the gas tank, which in turn causes the main fuel pump to be overworked and draw
excessive amperage that overheats the circuit. You can confirm this failure by popping the
cover off the relay and inspecting the solder joints on the circuit board. The pre pump is a
low-pressure, high-volume pump that sits inside the gas tank and supplies fuel to the main high
pressure pump under the car. When it fails, symptoms include poor idle quality, hesitation when
accelerating, reduced fuel economy, loud humming noises emanating from the main pump and
accelerated wear of the main pump. Faulty pre pumps can also lead to hi amperage loading of
the fuel pump electrical circuit resulting in blown fuses and or failed relays as mentioned above.

We offer a wide variety of high quality replacement, maintenance and restoration car parts plus
our own line of heavy duty and performance products. Not many others can match our
knowledge and dedication to providing the very best customer service in the market. We have a
physical location, live customer service agents you can call and extensive inventory so we can
ship products to you quickly. Our customer and vehicle first approach means that your
experience is our first priority. We have truly hassle-free returns and provide do-it-yourself DIY
guides and videos for many of our products. Local: All trademarks and trade names are the
property of their respective trademark holders. If one of these critical relays fails away from
home, it could be costly high towing expenses, wild mechanic's diagnoses, etc. I have
experienced an inconvenient fuel pump relay failure in FIVE of my Volvos over the years s and
s. If you have older or original relays 10 years and up in your Volvos, or if you are experiencing
intermittent or temperature related or fuel related stalls or mysterious electrical issues, it might
be time for a relay replacement before it leaves you stranded. I had a Turbo a number of years
ago. When it was close to 10 years old, it began to develop intermittent stalling while driving,
but it would eventually start back up after a few minutes of rest. After it happened to my wife
twice, she refused to drive the car! I could not re-create it when searching or testing. The above
three failure items relates to and later and series Volvos. Here's a Brickboard post regarding a
couple of Radio Suppression Relay replacements It is black, usually on the passenger side by
the anti-freeze expansion tank. The part number is My had poor acceleration and hard cold
weather starting here in Minnesota. The problem did not change with a replacement engine out
of a non-turbo. Changing this relay made a huge difference in both acceleration and cold
weather starting. The reason I put in another engine is because the old engine froze with a
broken intake valve. I have always wondered whether the relay, which supplies a ground to the
fuel injection, could have had high resistance contacts leading to the injectors not injecting a
rich enough mixture so the engine ran lean? The second case of this relay going bad was fixed
two nights ago. My non-turbo with 69K miles had poor acceleration and would surge slightly
while running steady. I thought the problem could be related to the years in storage even
though I started it periodically and had a full tank of gas with stabilizer. I changed the fuel filter,
cleaned the IAC valve and throttle body, checked fuel pressure and volume, and I could not find
anything wrong. Then I changed this relay and again, it was like a different car. I have received a
lot of emails over the years asking how to test a bad or intermittent relay. Since I'm only an
"amateur Volvo tech," the best test I know for such a relay is swapping it with another try a used
one if you have one. Suggestions HERE Relay Location Diagrams Volvo s and s are well known
for their reliability and for going many years and miles longer than most other cars. I don't really
think these relays were built poorly. Instead I think it might be the cars are so well built, they
simply outlast some of their electronic components. So, at least for Volvos, it appears there are
some relays that can be considered "wear items. It was having intermittent starting issues,
would be fine for a few days, then leave me stranded. I had replaced both fuel pumps and the
fuel injection relay. It would start with a shot of starting fluid, then be okay for a few more days. I
would have never thought that a radio noise relay would have an effect on my fuel injectors, but
thanks to your site and all the information on it, I was steered in the right direction. You saved
me from scrapping out a car that i truly enjoy to drive. I had a gradually worsening stalling
problem over the past year and a half. The mechanics could not trace it, since the stalling was
never associated with a "check engine" light good mechanics but not Volvo specialists. The
symptoms usually were a failure to restart after a short stop, but it eventually worsened to
stalling in traffic. I guess the engine heat would cause a bad solder joint to open up and block
spark to the engine. I replaced the various relays you mentioned and I have not had any stalling
since then. I wonder if a Volvo specialist would have diagnosed the problem earlier? In this case
I took your suggestion to the mechanic, and he admitted it would not have occurred to him.
Definitely bookmarking your site for future reference! Well probably no surprise to you You're
right I'm mechanically inclined, yet can't believe I solved this one with your help with relays
from Hungary The car currently has K and is a honey. Your the best. Your hypothesis that
failing relays causing intermittent problems was spot on! Then I replaced the Fuel Injection
Relay and the intermittent stalls have disappeared - a major boost of confidence before Holiday
travels! Holding off on the Noise Suppression Relay and Crank sensor for now because it's
running so well! I did a lot of web crawling before I found your site and can confirm there are
lots of owners with the same issues - most seem to spend a bunch on Fuel Pumps and Mass Air
Sensors and just about everything else, often without success. I'd encourage you to post on the
various boards out there regarding Intermittent Stalling and Overdrive issues He said it could be
a number of things, but I told him I wanted to start with that first since it was a cheaper
resolution and after researching it on your site, I felt pretty sure that was the problem. Car
started up and died after a minute as if it were out of gas. I think he should have paid me for

finding the problem out for him. Thanks again. Even though it was a C70 and not the other
model Volvos â€” the answer was the same. I'll keep one of those in the glove compartment for
sure! Your site helped a ton!! You will find a fair amount of information on the internet about
this subject if you search, so I will be brief and offer some basics. Relays made for Volvos are
mass-produced and the soldering on the circuit boards is not the best on some of them. After
many years of use, lots of heat cycles, etc, these relays will often become intermittent or fail.
Most of these failures can be traced to a solder joint or two or three that has become cracked.
With very little solder talent, you can often repair these relays and if done properly, they can last
longer than a new one. If you're going to try this, a light-duty 25A soldering iron will work fine.
And it is recommended to use rosin core solder for any electrical work. Here we can see the
back of the circuit board. Often a solder joint will crack where the relay coil is mounted. On this
relay the most common locations where cracks develop are shown by the arrows. If cracked,
you should be able to see the faint crack line going around the pin that sticks out from the
solder. In really bad cases you'll find that the coil has actually broken loose from the board. If
you pick up a relay and shake it and can hear a rattle, look for a loose coil. If you're curious
what the coil looks like, on this relay at the left it's that brass square device in the left side of the
photo. Sometimes simply re-flowing the solder in the cracked places will make the joints solid
again, but if you are able, I strongly recommend adding some solder material to these locations
to make the joint thicker and stronger. They crack because they're thin. Making them thicker will
help keep that from happening again. How to "JUMP" the fuel pump circuit from your Volvo fuse
panel: The fastest method to make the main fuel pump run bypassing the Fuel Pump Relay is by
jumping two circuits at the fuse panel left side driver's side kick panel on a left hand drive You
can make a jumper from a piece of wire with stripped ends or even a straightened paperclip.
Either side will work, but the right side bypasses the fuse in case that fuse is blown or corroded.
For a , jump fuse circuit 5 to 7. For a , jump fuse circuit 4 to 6. For whatever reason jumping the
socket pins that the relay plugs into didn't give me any results, but bridging the 4th to 6th fuses
did it's an So, I had to figure out the best way to get that paper clip to stay in there. I did that on
both terminals and away I went! Held like a charm, and easy to recreate in a pinch. If the main
fuel pump under your car does NOT begin running when jumped you should definitely hear it
humming if you get close , you either have a faulty fuel pump or faulty wiring to the pump bad
wiring is fairly common under an old near the pump. This test of course assumes your battery is
good. If one of the fuses at those circuits blows during this test, the pump circuit power wiring
is shorting to ground somewhere between the fuse panel and the pump. The simple trick of
course is to jeep the jump wire or paper clip in place while driving. If you can manage to do that,
your pump will run continuously and you can drive the car without any adverse affect. This
won't hurt anything it as long as you have fuel in the tank. Keep in mind that when you turn off
the car, your fuel pump will continue running until you disconnect the jumper. Trying to
securely mount a jumper wire or paperclip to the fuse panel so it won't fall off can be difficult.
There is another way that I find much better. Jumping the fuel pump is possible in a You may
also perform a jumper bypass on this relay plug using the same jumper wire shown above.
When this hose ruptures, the in-tank pump can no longer push fuel out to the main pump. The
main pump under the car will try to make up the difference, but it usually can't keep up,
especially when your tank is half full or less, when your fuel level is at or below that hose
rupture. Opening the top of the tank in the trunk or cargo area , removing the gauge sender and
pump assembly and replacing that small hose is the cure. And replace those cheesy original
hose clamps with nice new ones while you're at it. You might be shocked to find out how many
people have been advised by service technicians that they need new fuel pumps when only a
short piece of fuel injection hose was needed. Adjustment is very simple and it will allows you
to easily program ANY interval between 1. Turn the key to ON key position for wipers to have
power. After a few seconds you can choose how long , again lift the wiper lever to intermittent.
To change your wiper interval again, just repeat. This is the best known headlight relay,
because it sits under the hood in plain sight. There are two versions of this relay. Click here to
see this info. This relay controls the switching or stepping between low and high beams. It's
controlled by the flasher stalk on your steering column. Some have been known to fail when as
new as 10 years old and some last well past 30 years without problems. Unlocking the Mysteries
of the Headlight Step Relay These relays are rather special in that they have a latching feature.
A latching feature is where you can click and release a momentary button or switch and the
relay will lock latch in an on or off position. I have also added a test procedure to this diagram if
you think you have a broken relay. Earlier s only have the one under-hood step relay above.
Same as Bosch PN , , or Beginning in , Volvo added this "main headlight relay" to the This
"main" headlight relay is a mystery to many owners, because it's tucked away out of sight
under the dash. This relay fails more often than the above step relay. Why did Volvo add this

main headlight relay? It solved that problem, but then heat melt damage would sometimes begin
to occur in the relay plug. This damage can happen slowly over many years. The corrosion will
cause resistance in that power connection, which generates more heat. More heat causes more
corrosion, etc. The cycle continues until things begin to get hot enough to melt like the photo at
left. Not all main relay plugs have this happen, however most have some evidence of damage
after 30 years. This condition eventually damages the power circuit to the point the relay loses
power and fails to operate. Often making a repair can be as simple as cleaning the terminals and
relay posts or replacing the bad terminal inside the plug and the plug too if it's melted bad. If the
plug becomes melted like this one, a new plug is available cheap these items can be found
HERE. Out of Stock No Longer Available through my sources. It has Isolated Output Contacts.
You will see a diagram on the relay similar to this one pictured here. With this type of relay, pins
87and 87b are common when the relay is energized and both give power at the same time. When
the relay is not energized, pins 87 and 87b are isolated from each other. This special function is
required in the above noted uses in a Volvo. Email me with questions about these relays.
Discounts for multiple purchases below. Please choose below. This blinker relay is what makes
your blinkers flash on and off. The clicking you hear is the sound of this relay. It is known to fail
after many years of use. Relay Location Diagrams Out of Stock. Old PN Aftermarket part. Also
used for the air pump relay on a number of late model Volvos. For all above relay plug
housings. Same as previous Volvo PN WHITE in color. See BLUE relay below for non-turbo.
Also PN's , , and latest is Original Volvo part made by Hella. Usually BLUE with a white base.
Fits some non-turbo 4-cylinder. Some 6-cylinder. This relay may not be found in the usual fuel
pump relay location shown by the Relay Diagrams I have listed above. If there is a second
identical one to the right of it, that should be the high beam relay. Its function is to alert the
driver of a failed low-beam headlamp, parking lamp, tail lamp or brake lamp by sensing the
balance of current draw between the left and right side lighting circuits. When that dash light
comes on, it means the sensor recognizes that one side is drawing more current than the other.
This is supposed to mean there is a bulb out, but often it can be triggered by incorrect bulbs,
mismatched bulbs, or even when one side has a newer bulb than the other. Variations of this
sensor. The failure of these relays is becoming more frequent in older Volvos. Volvo s remained
about as consistent as any car could be for their 18 year production. One change in the
headlamp relay has been discovered and this small article will explain it. The differences in
more detail:. The below instructions will show you how you can remove the connector terminal
inserts from the socket plugs in your , turn the sockets degrees, and put the terminals back.
Removing and Replacing Connector Pins:. Shipping for above Relays, Parts, etc. Online
Payments. Common Relay Failures. Testing Relays. Relay Location Diagrams. Repairing,
Re-soldering Relays. Jumping Your Fuel Pump. Relays For Sale. Wiper Relay Adjustable T.
Green Fuel Relay White Fuel Pump Relay Radio Suppression Relay Bulb Failure Sensors. Green
Headlight Relay Bosch "K" Relay Picker Black Relay Tyco Brown Relay Picker Black Bosch Fuel
Pump Relay Relay Plug Terminals. High Current Relays 80A. High Current Relay Plug. Overdrive
Relays. Blinker Relay Cooling Fan Relay Suggestions HERE. Volvo s and s are well known for
their reliability and for going many years and miles longer than most other cars. What are
Common Relay Type Failures? Volvo Main Headlight Relay only. Relay Locations PDF. Here we
have a typical Volvo transmission overdrive relay. It's a simple procedure to open it. Use a pick
or small screwdriver to gently pry the places shown so you can remove the cover. If you crack
the cover, it's not a big deal, but just try to be gentle. I have seen many techs and owners over
many years spend enormous amounts of money swapping parts when the cure was simply
cleaning electrical connections and grounds. This is what I recommend if you have an old Volvo
and you have never taken the time to do this. Find every connection and ground you can in the
dash and under the hood, loosen them and clean them. Then make sure they are snugged tight.
Main LH Fuse under hood. Fuse 7 gets battery power directly unswitched. Fuse 6 gets battery
power directly unswitched. For , it can be found on the transmission tunnel just in front of the
heater box. Also, if your headlights stay OFF when in low or high beam mode so that only low
beams work or only high beams work , then it is most likely this relay. But when checking, look
at the two connector plugs at the bottom. If one looks melted, then there's a poor power
connection causing excessive heat and a poor connection. This is usually caused by corrosion,
so cleaning these contacts is a good idea. Or the headlights might turn off on their own after a
short time with the switch on. The headlights may come back on after switching them off, then
on again. Or you might find that you need to wait a while and try the switch again after things
"cool off". All of this assumes you have a good battery and good fuses. For most late s,
approximately 19 s exact beginning year is not certain , it will be behind the center dash area
shown below , just below the center AC vents. In some 19 s it may be found behind the clutch or
brake pedal area see relay location diagrams here. Here is a look at the main headlight relay in

the center dash location in a late This one is found next to and to the LEFT of the power door
locking relays, which can be seen to the right of the headlight relay. This photo was taken with
the entire dash removed. You should be able to get to it by removing the center air vents and
pushing the inner plastic air duct out of the way or by removing the center dash console as
shown in the below VIDEO. No, Volvo didn't make it easy. Made in Portugal. Proper replacement
for V olvo PN , Bosch Other part numbers: Rated for 40 amps , cycles , 30 amps , cycles. Relay
Location Diagrams Click Here. This relay may be used in the following locations: 1. Power
window relay see photo , , one needed. Multi-purpose relay for An SPST relay will usually have 5
pins, with the center pin sometimes marked 87 or 87b. With this type of relay, both 87 pins are
common and both will give power at the same time if needed. For the above noted power
window function the center 87 pin is not used. Proper replacement for Volvo PN , Bosch Rated
for 40 amps N. It has a bracket, but that may be cut off if needed. This relay may be used in a
number of different places in your Volvo. Sealing protects the relay from moisture better than a
typical non-sealed relay. Original Volvo Bosch metal case relay. Also a proper replacement for
Volvo PN , , Other part numbers: , Relay Location Diagrams 1. Headlight Relay for Located in
dash or sometimes behind brake pedal 1 is needed. Headlight relay for , , 2 used in the Correct
replacement for above metal case 'K' Relay. Correct replacement for Volvo PN , , Correct
replacement also for the "Ferrari K" or "Big K" relay. Rated at 25 amps x 2 poles. It has what is
known as Isolated Output Contacts. You'll see a diagram on the relay similar to this one
pictured here. This special function is required for a relay used in a Volvo for the functions
listed. This replacement relay has Dual Isolated Contacts Rated at 25 amps x 2 poles. This one
has a higher amp rating than the original Bosch 'K' relay, which was only rated 15 amps x 2.
Found in dash below center AC vents see below photo or in some cars behind brake pedal 1 is
used. Seat Heater Relay for No Longer Available. See below Tyco gray relay for correct
replacement. Bosch PN , , , , , Suitable replacement for Volvo PN , , , This relay may be used for
the following: 1. Fog light relay for GT Lambda Sond relay for late Turbo left fender. Seat heater
relay for all years. Fuel Injection relay for non-turbo , substitute for PN Fuel Injection Relay for 6
cyl , substitute for PN Miscellaneous relay in series. Same configuration as Bosch PN , ,
Suitable replacement for Volvo PN , , , , Bosch , and fuel injection and heater fan relay. Sealing
protects the relay better than a typical non-sealed relay. Click here for tips on removing wire
connector inserts from these sockets. LARGE: gauge wire recommended. Pole 87 has an 80A
capacity at 14V. Pole 87a has a 60A capacity at 14V. This relay has a metal bracket which may
be easily removed if needed. It uses bigger terminals for the higher current input and output.
This plug uses the following terminals: TWO 2. Correct locking crimp terminals for this plug are
available below. Click here for tips on removing wire terminals from relay plugs. High Current.
Genuine Volvo part made by Stribel. This relay is found under your hood. Used as Noise
Suppression Relay. On some models you will find TWO of these. They are interchangable and
can be swapped during an emergency if the Noise Suppression Relay fails. If the engine turns
over OK, but it won't fire, then this could be the problem. Often as these cars age, the failure
point will be the 4-pole connector plug and insert terminals instead of the relay. This will
provide power to your fuel injectors as if the relay was functioning normally and can get things
running in an emergency. Aftermarket part made in Germany by Kaehler. Fits , and later , , and
Fits and through No Longer Avaliable. Scroll up this page to find locations for this relay in your
Volvo. Go to my Mods Page to see diagrams and interchange info. There is a difference in how
the mounting bracket is attached. It's the same relay used in s from until approximately this is
known as the EARLY type relay. The good news is that either relay will work for any But if you
have a , a change is needed to fit an early relay in your car properly. The solution is below. The
differences in more detail: The early relay on the left has two extra pins don't worry about these,
they make NO difference for a later car. The main concern is that the later relay on the right is
turned degrees on it's mounting bracket. Why Volvo allowed this change to occur is beyond my
imagination. Bad things happen to Volvo harnesses when this is done. Notice the metal
teminals inside the holes? Not all the holes always have terminals. If you're curious which ones
do, or you want to see the diagram for the headlight relay, scroll way down. A micro screwdriver
can also be used. If your tool is not small enough on the tip, a little grinding will fix it as I did on
this pick. Even a stiff piece of piano wire can work for this step. Maybe even a paperclip, also it
may bend too easily. That wide spot is where you need to insert your pick. That locking tab
holds the terminal in the socket. In the next photos, the locking tab will be easy to see. If your
socket doesn't have a wider opening that you can see, just pay attention to the below pics to
know which side of the terminal to insert the pick into to push on the tab. After you release the
tab and pull the terminal out of the socket, you may find that your tool bent and flattened the
tab, so it may need to be pushed back out so it still engages when re-inserted into the socket. It
needs to be sticking out like in this photo to work correctly. If you accidentally break the tab off,

you'll need to crimp on a new terminal. After all terminals are out, now its time to turn your
headlight sockets around degrees and then re-insert the pins, paying careful attention to insert
them in the correct order And make sure the locking tab is on the correct side of the socket
hole. As it gets inserted, you should hear a 'click' which tells you it has locked into place.
Always make sure by giving the wire a little tug. And watch when you plug the sockets back
onto the relay to see if any terminals get pushed back out. That can happen sometimes if the tab
hasn't fully locked the terminal in place. This diagram is a view from the TOP of the sockets the
surface that connects to the relay. Contact Us. Prancing Moose Stickers. Volvo Stickers. New
Items. Other Car Stickers. Steering Wheel Labels. Cool Volvo Products. Volvo Wire Harnesses.
Conversion Harnesses. Volvo Relays. Coil Repair Harnesses. Adj Voltage Regulators. Horn
Buttons. Volvo Gauge Faces. Group A Racing. Fuel Pump Relay Mods. Harness Crimping Page.
Classic Auto Air AC. Limited Slip Read Ends. Yoshifab Catch Can Install. Side Marker Lights.
Gentex Mirror Upgrade. Yoshifab Drain Tube Install. Modified Favorites. SoCal Salvage Yards.
Unleaded Racing Fuel. B26FT Stroker. Dave's Spec Page. Volvo Meet Photo Albums. Vacuum
Diagrams. Favorite Links. Cadillac 4-Note Horn Install. Electric Fan Diagrams. Tropical Fan
Clutches. Texas Volvo Meets and Events. R-Sport Apparel. Prancing Moose Apparel. Mojave
Road Trail Page. Ordering Instructions. Vehicle Fitment: Volvo: We are also constantly updating
our Skandix parts selection to give you the best possible selection of parts. If there is anything
you cannot find in our catalog please contact us and our knowledgeable customer service team
will help you locate the part you need, fast. There are more than 20, parts available from their
warehouse in Lutter, nearby Hannover in Germany. With a catalog comprising a mix of freshly
manufactured aftermarket, new-old stock, and performance engineered, Skandix knows what
SAAB and Volvo guys need most. One product line that Skandix excels at is sheet metal and
repair paneling, and we proudly carry the classic SAAB rust repair kit, that is a weld in
replacement for the most common area to send a SAAB to the crusher. Other useful odds and
ends include stainless exhausts, trim pieces, transmission cable repair kits, and e-code lighting,
all otherwise not available in the United States. If this is not the exact Fuel Pump Wiring Repair
Kit you are looking for, or you would like this part in a brand other than Skandix, please contact
us and one of our customer service experts will help you locate the exact part you need. Within
30 days of your shipment date, defective parts may be returned for a refund, store credit, or
exchange. After 30 days this product is supported by a one 1 year warranty against defect. After
30 days and up to one 1 year from your shipment date, defective parts may be exchanged for a
new part which carries a new one 1 year warranty from date of shipment. The costs to ship you
a new one and ship the defect back to us is not included in this warranty. After one 1 year
eEuroparts. No exchange will be offered outside of the manufacturer's warranty process. Parts
covered by the manufacturer warranty need to be exchanged through the manufacturer and may
take up to weeks. This warranty is inclusive meaning that if it is not specifically stated here it is
not covered. Labor to replace the damage part and any consequential damage due to failure of
the part are never covered under this warranty. We also provide inexpensive and guaranteed 3
day, 2 day, and Overnight shipping options, so if you need your Fuel Pump Wiring Repair Kit
tomorrow, eEuroparts. Every eEuroparts. The item must be new and in its original manufacturer
packaging to be eligible for a cash refund. If you would like to return an item or have questions
about the process, please contact us and one of our customer service experts will be happy to
help. This information is only a summary. Complete shipping and return policy information can
be found in our web site policies. Thank you for taking the time to provide us with your
suggestions for improving eEuroparts. If you have any questions please contact us. Thank you
for taking the time to let us know about an issue with one of our listings. Want to narrow your
results? We are processing a warranty replacement order for you. Warranty replacement orders
add a "hold" to your credit card in the amount of the replacement order. This "hold" will only be
completed into a charge in the event that the warranty item is not returned to us within 1 week
of receiving the replacement item or the item is being returned for reasons other than the
warranty issue stated. If you are using a debit card for this order the "hold" will temporarily
make the full amount of the funds unavailable for your use. If you're using a debit card we
suggest you switch to a credit card. Do I have your authorization to proceed? Please select your
T-Shirt size below. T-shirts may not ship with your order. Please allow weeks for delivery This
will not affect your orders shipment. In order to add an item to a project you must be logged in.
If you do not have an account please click the link below. Contact eEuroparts. Select Your
Vehicle to find parts that fit. Select a Year Your VIN returned multiple car options. This happens
when the VIN lookup software we use does not return specific engine or trim information. Click
your engine or body trim option below:. VIN: Vehicle Name:. This item requires a VIN to order.
The VIN is used to ensure that this part fits your vehicle. I agree to the Special Order policy.
Recently Viewed and Suggested Parts. This item is no longer available from our store; however,

we carry a wide variety of other items. Please select your vehicle above to browse our part
inventory. Fuel Pump Wiring Repair Kit by Skandix Vehicle Fitment: Volvo: eEuroparts. Click a
year range, make, and model below for additional information. Delivery Info eEuroparts. Returns
Info eEuroparts. Thank you for your feedback. Log in here to share this part - Or - Register an
account below. Enter the name and email you would like to share this part with. Your email has
been sent. Select your vehicle below. Your shirt size has been selected! Please Login In order to
add an item to a project you must be logged in. Share Link:. These notes generally apply to
through normally aspirated and turbo wagons and sedans, taken from my family fleet
experiences with the following:. Some earlier models may have used different pumps or no tank
pump at all, depending on retrofits Volvo offered. I have only book knowledge of those years, so
this page may not be helpful. Volvo k-jet manual tank pump pages. Speaking of book
knowledgeâ€¦ It never hurts to carefully read what the manufacturers said about their product.
Volvo factory manuals green books describe the transfer or tank pump in Group The Haynes
series on often treats us to photos of real sometimes dirty and rusty cars and evidence
someone actually performed the steps indicated, in contrast with the factory literature which is
often prepared before the first models even hit the showrooms. My late edition Haynes
describes the pump replacement in Chapter 4 part A. This is no shortcut past purchasing a
repair manual. Working in the fuel system is not the next skill level step after do-it-yourself oil
changes and brake pads. Fuel is dangerous. Correction to diagnostics of early 80's wiring.
Updated experience with Airtex E Added notes in verifying a running tank pump in diagnostics.
Most of us recognize the tank pump can quit altogether without stopping the car. Its job is to lift
fuel from the tank and feed it to the pressure pump, located under the car and in front of the fuel
tank. Depending on the fuel level in the tank, the fuel temperature, and condition of the coupling
hose in the tank, the main pump can suck the fuel without help, past a stalled tank pump. If the
main pump is in good shape, the condition may go unnoticed for some time, but I believe this
extra work burdens the main pump and causes heat and accelerated wear. A hint is sometimes
given by the noise the main pump makes when it is either starved for fuel input or electrical
input. Instead of the smooth low pitch hum this positive displacement Bosch pump emits when
all is well, a raucous buzzing noise warns it is trying to pump vapor along with the fuel. Another
hint may be the correlation of driveability with fuel level. A full tank of cool gasoline may mask a
dead tank pump. When the fuel level uncovers the hose, air is drawn into the main pump. A
good starting point with any diagnosis is to check the power, or voltage, at the source. Because
the fuse panel itself is a frequent home of poor connections, make the first measurement to the
right-side terminal of the tank pump fuse â€” to be sure any voltage drops through the several
connectors, fuses, and fuel injection relay, are not significant. Expect 13 to 14 volts with the
motor running. To test the pump itself, plus the sender wiring, apply battery power in this
example, from fuse 6 to the load side of the tank pump fuse. This is fuse 4 in models, or fuse 5
on the earlier cars or 85 Turbo. Beginning in 89, the oxygen sensor heater is also powered here.
Feed pumps in 78 and earlier models are not separately fused. A helper can try listening at the
filler neck with the gas cap off, but this can be a difficult call if on the side of a busy highway. A
test light in series will indicate current too, but remember to disconnect the oxygen sensor
heater if resorting to this method. To fully rule out the tank pump, you must be able to hear the
pump to make certain it runs smoothly and evenly. It was stuck. One very short brush had
cocked in the holder and jammed against the edge of a commutator segment. You need to hear
the pump running for a confirmation. It is always risky to assume, the few cases one has
analyzed, correctly represents the majority of cases. But those few show a trend, in my
experience. The trend is one short brush, resulting in weaker spring pressure on the
commutator. The process seems to be the pump stops on a bad spot, with the short brush
making poor contact. Or, it runs, but unevenly and fitfully, building vapor embolisms that make
the main pump cry out in pain. If the pump is physically bumped, it may resume, until next it
stops on a contaminated part of the commutator. What better way to convict the pump itself,
than to power it with a jumper, as above, and rap on the sender top or maybe even on the tank
bottom and hear it take off running again. But, I think we use the term to identify the entire
contraption mounted at the top of the tank, holding the float assembly and the lift pump inside
the tank. It is an expensive part that rusts. Part of the rusting process opens up the hermetic
seal protecting the electrical feed-through of the wiring for the gauge and tank pump. Once
water gets in, electrolysis speeds the corrosion of the powered circuits and eventually breaks
the path to the gauge or pump. To troubleshoot a faulty fuel gauge, with ignition in key position
II, use a test light at the sender wire. It is gray on all models. Connect it from ground to the gray
wire by back probing the connector. If using an incandescent test lamp rather than an LED type,
the fuel gauge will indicate some level, if the sender was faulty and always reading empty
before. If using a meter, disconnect the plug and measure at the gray wire going into the main

harness, and you will measure the 10 volt stable gauge supply except on the earliest models
using a thermal stabilizer, where the voltage will fluctuate. The picture below shows a wagon
with the storage compartment removed to reveal the tank sender access cover. A plastic cover
protects this in the sedan trunk. Sometimes new senders need diagnosis too. Check yours.
Looking at the next photo, note the motor lugs are facing toward the camera. The black wire
needs to be at the bottom instead of at the top. Hydlide on brickboard says they are getting it
right now, as of Dec. Here's a look at the sender shown above after two years of experience:.
Most everyone wants to learn how to identify a good part, by brand name, country of origin, or
supplier. I expect most repairs to these cars are being made by shops for folks who expect to
get maybe one or two more years from the old car, and those of us researching the best parts
are a small minority. The market follows the majority, who need a cheap part, not a good part.
We expect if we buy the part from Volvo, it will be the best â€” after all, Volvo would waste
money if its dealership techs charged warrantee work re-replacing shoddy parts. However,
dealerships themselves are not doing that many repairs any more, so I wonder if Volvo has any
incentive to insist on the best quality from their parts suppliers and test incoming inspection to
maintain it, when it comes to keeping our rear-wheel drive cars on the road. In one case the
repeated failures were pumps purchased at the Volvo parts counter. I know many parts quality
complaints are truly problems with installation. Still, there are not that many ways to mess up
this job. The meter gave me a high reading between brown and black pump wires. I expect a few
ohms, but it reported something over and moving the probes to the pump terminals did not
improve things. I was dismayed, because the pump I used was purchased a long time ago,
languishing on my parts shelf, waiting to be needed. Surely, I could get it going by nudging the
impeller through the intake opening. The impeller and its chamber are of plastic; they need
some kind of lube in the absence of fuel.. I ran it for a few seconds, watching the current
increase with time. Taking the no-name "aftermarket" pump apart revealed the original problem.
In Dec. After finding the loose crimp in the first one, I carefully opened this one with the hope I
might fix it and return it to service. This Airtex E is, as of Dec. All I have installed are still
working, as I have incorporated the testing of the pump into the oil change routine in order to
know that. But you see the accessories that are included in the box? The only items I've used
from there are the nuts and lock washers for the pump terminals. Don't assume Airtex sent you
hose that is fuel resistant submerged in the tank. They didn't. Just throw the extra pieces in
your junk box. I'm not going to delude myself to think a brand name means much in the rapidly
changing world of aftermarket auto parts. However, 10 years without a problem beats all the
experience I got with everything else. Quality in a brand can vary from one month to the next for
a myriad of reasons. One problem I have encountered is hearing from others who have chosen
the pump, saying it isn't marked for polarity. Today I pulled the spare from the shelf purchased
in and had a look. The polarity is there, cast into the end, but I admit easy to miss. Not so. It is a
centrifugal pump. Granted it won't be as efficient and it could wear out quickly if the polarity
isn't observed, but I'm fairly certain you won't notice it in performance right away. After all, how
long did it take you to notice the pump wasn't working at all? Pitfall number one has to be
dropping the tank. There is no need or advantage gained -- only pain and grief. All access is
through the top. The first challenge will be removing the sender lock nut, so have the tools you
intend to use before starting. The first time I changed a pump, I did not prepare. Like most of us,
I just dived in. I looked around the shop for something to substitute for a brass drift to knock
the nut around, but found nothing suitable. Volvo has a special wrench too -- Whatever method
you decide on, the objective is to generate no sparks. The seal, I'm thinking, may be an item you
want to get from Volvo. The next pitfall has to do with hoses. The sender will have a large output
hose between it and the main pump, a smaller return hose, bringing the fuel back from the fuel
pressure regulator under the hood, and possibly a third vent hose, if your k-jet car still has its
original accumulator. So if you expect to need it for any reason, locate one in advance. Volvo
parts lists designate part number , and in the lists, I find , if I am reading the parts list correctly.
The return hose, on the early cars, is rubber covered nylon. This hose extends to a junction with
the steel return line just above the rear axle. Removing the nylon creates a looser fit, and then
any nicks in the barb, left by a knife, may start a leak. The nylon hose can sometimes be
disconnected at the over-axle junction and withdrawn with the sender, through the access hole.
Be prepared to replace it entirely, though, if attempting the disconnect leaves you with a rusty
steel line with its flare nut twisted off. The nylon does seem sturdy enough to support a short
splice, using 30R9 hose and fuel-type band clamps , but I have not tried this myself. Some
prefer to leave that over-axle joint unmolested, and just cut the nylon immediately behind the
barbed fitting, and then re-join it with a short length of 30R9 and the appropriate clamps.
Alternately, a longer section of fuel hose can replace the entire nylon line, from barb to barb.
After changing a pump in an 83, I collected the tools left out to show how few are really needed.

Before operating a vacuum cleaner near a fuel tank, use your nose. Do this before opening any
fuel lines! In case you just topped off the tank to see if that would make the car run better, be
careful. The brush and vacuum get used to remove as much loose dirt and scale as possible,
from the area on top of the tank, so that none falls into it. Then some penetrating oil may help
when loosening the bung nut. Also seen here are the line wrenches for the return line junction,
and that puller I used as a spanner for the bung nut. The hoses need to be disconnected before
completely unlocking the ring. Once all the hoses and wiring are disconnected, I found it helpful
to put a cork in the open lines. The first obstruction encountered is the frame around the gauge
sender variable resistor. Next, the pump is withdrawn. The tricky part is getting the float ball
past the rim, while the intake filter sock catches any upward movement. You might get the
molded hose to fit, but the hose is too long and slips off the flared section to make a loose fit on
the pipe. It is definitely not the correct application. Also note the lack of a barbed connection for
the fuel return on the senders used with rubber return lines. Notice the key in the rim mates with
the locating indent in the sender. Bentley says to coat the O-ring with petroleum jelly, however
the locking ring glides on the top of the sender.. Connect the hoses and pay careful attention to
the wiring. In the Tank A look at Volvo in-tank fuel pump and fuel gauge sender issues. Before
opening the tank! I try hard not to knock my socks off. Toggle navigation Oz Volvo Forums.
Categories Threads Register Sign In. Rico lasercowboy SE Suburbs, Melbourne. February
edited February So it turns out that the wiring diagram in the Haynes manual for model is
completely wrong, and I've been barking up the wrong tree a bit. So the fuel pump relay gets its
power from the red-yellow wire coming from fuse 4. But fuse 4 for me is getting no voltage with
the key at 2nd position - that can't be correct? EDIT: or is is that the relay switching is what
provides fuse 4 with power? I'm so freaking confused right now February So the plot thickens:
the big red wire that the wiring diagram suggests comes straight from the battery and pours
into the fuel pump relay, ECU box and EZK box is now confusing me. It was getting 12V after I
plugged everything back in: good! I cranked the engine for a couple of seconds, and the voltage
on that wire dropped to 2. There is apparent continuity between the positive terminal on the
battery and the red wire at the fuel relay The battery voltage is still It seems unlikely that the
wire itself is at fault, but I guess not impossible? There is apparent continuity between pin 4 on
the ECU and the red wire into the fuel pump relay and the battery so this is making me think that
something somewhere must be leaking to earth? Does it fluctuate at all 3 measuring points?
ECU pin 4, as well as the EZK pin 5 and the relay Fluctuating voltage suggests either a short
circuit via a resistance to the body, or a high resistance or open circuit joint somewhere. You
have also swapped out the injection relay at some point? PS: there is a diode inside it which
can fail, as well as contacts which can pit and wear over time If so, it suggests there's a wiring
or connector problem somewhere. Wires can rub through and therefore fail, and since you've
replaced the ECU and the relay, connections are the next suspects. Here is a "generic" wiring
diagram for LH 2. Thanks to making me understand the wiring diagram, I've isolated to a single
component: the EZK. With that unplugged, the relay and ECU both get their 12V happily. With
the EZK plugged in, they're getting 2. I guess armed with the wiring diagram, I can check each
wire path carefully and try and figure it out! Thanks again for all the advice - I'm going to pack it
in for today and have another crack tomorrow at finalising the issue. Ok, back to being super
confused again! With fuse 6 in place, there is continuity between the positive and negative
battery terminals when both are disconnected from the battery obviously! That would be a short
circuit? With fuse 6 out, the resistance goes up to a non-zero but not high number 20 kOhms.
So it must be something on the fuse 6 circuit path, but helpfully in the 89 wiring diagram, it says
that fuse 6 is not used, when we know that it's related to the fuel pumps somehow A couple of
tips which may assist: 1. Use your multimeter on voltage, not resistance, You can only check
resistances when you're sure there no juice anywhere on the circuit. Any juice on the circuit
you're trying to measure will either cook the meter or give you false readings. Do your voltage
checks from the point of measurement to ground. The trick to starting the fuel pump by jumping
fuse 4 to 6 is done that way because there's always juice on fuse 6. Or should be. So jumpering
it that way to test proves either the wiring or the pump s are faulty. According to the diagram,
ordinarily fuse 6 has nothing to do with the pumps. You mentioned yesterday that pulling the
EZK box out resulted in the voltage measurement going from 2. Do you have a spare EZK which
you can plug in? Ok, progress! It looks like it might be the ECU coolant temp sensor. Maybe the
sensor has died and is grounding out or something? Yup, you're absolutely correct again
bgpzfm - i didn't realise that the sensor grounded to the block, and therefore is presumably de
facto linked to a number of other pins. I've realised that having either the ECU or the EZK
plugged in causes the voltage drop, so it must be something that they're both connected to is
causing a short. Back to the wiring diagrams I guess! Well, this is really turning out to be a
lesson in frustration. With the ECU unplugged, and monitoring the voltage on the red wire

heading into the fuel pump relay, I removed in turn each connection into the EZK box. The only
one that did anything was removing the brown earth wire on pin 20, which caused the voltage to
rise from 2. But the earth has zero resistance to ground, and it still doesn't explain the other 8
missing volts! So now I'm completely lost again and throwing in the towel for the day. Any
suggestions on how to move forward from here in terms of finding the fault would be very
gratefully appreciated! I'm going back to basics here, have you removed the fuse 4 and
scrapped and sanded the contacts, replace the fuse and checked that the push on terminal is all
good. I found nothing but problems with my fuse block and in the end replaced it, now seems
really good, starts very easy hot or cold, goes like a shower of Sadly not the cause of the
current gremlins. I'll get stuck in to tracing that wire back. You're right, i've been thinking about
things back to front. The potential at the battery must be 12V the whole time, so I need to find
out where that stops being the case between the battery and the relay, and then why. That's this
weekend's job! Unfortunately due to some shitty unfortunate life circumstances, I only have
access to the car on weekends at the moment. I will report back from the next stage of
troubleshooting. And again, thank you for your patient advice. Black Dynamite Slowbrick
Newcastle. Have you pulled the power distribution block off from the passenger side fender to
see if it isnt all fucked up in there? Slowbrick That was one of the first places I looked if you
mean the little black plastic case with 3 red wires. All looks kosher in there and the contacts
seem ok. I'm not sure what the silver 'can' screwed next to it does, but unplugging the two
headers from it makes no change to my predicament! Silver can is the highbeam relay. Are you
getting a solid 12v on your red feed wire into the relay? Have a look at Page 19 in this
document. It covers the entire fuel system wiring. The solid red provides the constant power to
the relay. From memory the ecu needs
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to see that the engine is spinning before it activates the relay full time. So you should be able
to turn the key to the II position and hear the pumps prime for a second or two. Then when you
crank the engine the ecu will see the engine is turning and then close the relay which will then
give you an injector pulse and the pumps will run. Pop the cover off the relay and turn the key to
II and see if the two gates shut. They they dont move then something funky is going on with
your ECU. My guess would be the ECU is either not grounded properly or its not receiving
power. I believe the ECU gets it power from a light blue wire that can either come from the
ignition barrel or the fuse panel. I had a similar issue when I wired up LH2. Slowbrick thanks!
This is really useful info, and will help me troubleshoot tomorrow. I now have two avenues to
track down, and I'm pretty sure one will prove to be the culprit. Deger VolvoDeger Melbourne.
Here is the full LH2. Sign In or Register to comment.

